Box 1:

Correspondence, programs, reports, resolutions, membership lists, regarding annual Manual Arts Conferences, 1909-29

- 1909 Conference, Peoria, Illinois
- 1913 Conference, Chicago, Illinois, questionnaire and tables included
- 1915, includes materials of a Conference of Training of Teachers, Richmond
- 1916 Conference, Nashville
- 1917 Conference, Columbia
- 1918 Conference, Terre Haute, includes 1917-18 Directory of Vocational Education, materials from Department of Interior on "The War-Aims Course"
- 1927 Conference, Chicago, includes "Program" only
- Papers of C. A. Bennett on Teaching of the Manual Arts, including tables and questionnaire
- List of members, 1940, of Manual Arts Conference
- Program of 1924 Conference, Chicago
- A Review of the programs of Twenty Years by William T. Bawden (1929)
- Correspondence of Homer J. Smith, Verne C. Bryklund, Melvin L. Barlow, Charles A. Bennett, H. H. London, Ralph W. Whalin, 1941-71

1 1/2 inch stack of xeroxed papers (some of which duplicate and supplement the material in the folders), including correspondence, programs Department of Interior (Bureau of Education) Studies, Directories, outlines, circulars, resolutions, reports, questionnaires, and tables relating to the Manual Arts Conferences of years 1909, 1913, 1914, 1915, 1916, 1917, 1918, 1929, 1940

21 Bound Volumes

- Annual Reports, Manual Arts Conference of the Mississippi Valley, 1921-1932, Edited by William T. Bawden (autographed, 1955)
- Mimeographed Outlines of the Discussion, Manual Arts Conferences
  - 23rd Manual Arts Conference, Hotel Gladstone, Chicago, December 1-3, 1932, William T. Bawden
  - 24th, Hotel Gladstone, Chicago, December 14-16, 1933, William T. Bawden
  - 26th, Hotel Southmoor, Chicago, December 2-4, 1935, William T. Bawden
  - 27th, Hotel Southmoor, Chicago, November 19-21, 1936, William T. Bawden
  - 28th, Hotel Southmoor, Chicago, November 11-13, 1937, William T. Bawden
  - 29th, Hotel Southmoor, Chicago, November 10-12, 1938, William T. Bawden
30th, Hotel Southmoor, Chicago, November 9-11, 1939, William T. Bawden
31st, University of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri, November 14-16, 1940, William T. Bawden

The Manual Arts Conference of the Mississippi Valley Program Bulletins, Reports of Proceedings and Other Memoranda, 1934-41, compiled by Dr. William T. Bawden, Kansas State Teachers College, Pittsburg, Kansas, December 1, 1941 (soft bound) (2 copies)
1945-50, compiled by Dr. Verne C. Bryklund, Stout State College, Menomonee, Wisconsin, June 1, 1957

Box 2:
1951-55, compiled by Bryklund, June 1, 1957
1956-59, compiled by Bryklund, December 1, 1959
1960-61, compiled by Bryklund, December 1, 1961
1962 and 1963, compiled by H. H. London, University of Missouri, Columbia, June 1, 1971
1964-65, compiled by London, June 1, 1971
1966-67
1968-69
1970

Box 3:
60th Mississippi Valley Conference, November 1973
   61st, St. Louis, Missouri, November 7-8, 1974
   62nd, Chicago, November 6-7, 1975
   65th, St. Louis, November 9-10, 1978

Box 4:
Educational Background and Experience of Persons Considered for Membership in the Mississippi Valley Conference
   Vitae, A-G, 1962-72
   H-R, 1962-72
   S-Z, 1962-72
Correspondence, Death of Members - H. H. London, Chairman, 1962-70
   H. H. London re. information, status, 1961-70
Criteria for Membership (obsolete), 1964, 1969
Correspondence, Rupert N. Evans, 1971
Mississippi Membership Committee - Correspondence, 1969-75
   Vitae, 1969-75
Expenditures for Mississippi Valley Conference, 1971
58th Mississippi Valley Conference - Programs and papers, 1971
Correspondence - Arthur B. Mays, December 7, 1951, March 7, 1952
59th Mississippi Valley Conference - Correspondence, 1972
   of Rupert Evans, Chairman, with checklist of items already sent to archives
Program Papers
Correspondence and Forms, 1972
60th - Correspondence, 1973
    of Rupert N. Evans, program bulletins, conference program, active members, lists, conference form letters
    Program papers, 1973
Correspondence - Invitations, 1973
61st Mississippi Valley Conference - Papers, 1974
Program Priority Choices, 1974
Correspondence - Rupert N. Evans, 1974
61st Mississippi Valley Conference - Invitations, 1974
Mississippi Valley Conference - Topic Choices, 1975
Criteria for selecting a new chairman, n.d.
62nd Mississippi Valley Conference - Program and Papers, 1975
Mississippi Valley Conference - Correspondence and Vitae, 1977
64th Mississippi Valley Conference - Program and Papers, 1977
Hotel arrangements and correspondence, 1978
Mississippi Valley Industrial Teacher Education Conference
    Program Material and Correspondence, 1978
    Rules and Regulations, 1978
    Waiting List - Nominees, 1976, 1977
Nominations, 1978
Mississippi Valley Industrial Teacher Education Conference Program Materials and forms - originals, 1978

Box 5:

Photographs, 21, n.d.
Photo Album (past and present active members?), n.d.
Photographs - Active, associate and former active members, December 3, 1970
Membership Activity Charts, 1946-65
Historic correspondence and memorabilia from members, 1960-65, 1967, 1971
Correspondence - Rupert N. Evans, 1972
Archives, 1972
66th Mississippi Valley Conference - Program, papers and correspondence, 1979
Correspondence - Rupert N. Evans, 1979
67th Mississippi Valley Conference - Program and papers, 1980
Draft Chapter by Rupert Evans for ACIATE Yearbook ("The Mississippi Valley Conference"), 1977
78th Mississippi Valley Conference
    Program, Papers and Correspondence, 1991
    Membership Roster and Rules and Regulations, 1991

Box 6:

Membership Lists, 1965-80

Box 7:

53rd Mississippi Valley Industrial Arts Conference - Program and Papers, 1966
54th MVIAC - Program and papers, 1967
55th MVIAC - Program, papers, and correspondence, 1968
56th MVIAC - Program, papers, and correspondence, 1969
57th MVIAC - Program, papers, and correspondence, 1970
58th MVIAC - Program, papers, and correspondence, 1971
59th MVIAC - Program, papers, and correspondence, 1972
60th Mississippi Valley Industrial Teacher Education Conference -
    Program, papers and correspondence, 1973
61st MVITEC - Program, papers, and correspondence, 1974
62nd MVITEC - Program, and papers, 1975
Correspondence - Rupert N. Evans, 1975
63rd MVITEC - Program, and papers, 1976
Correspondence - Rupert N. Evans, 1976
64th MVITEC - Program, papers, and correspondence, 1977
Correspondence and papers - Rupert N. Evans, 1977
65th MVITEC - Program, papers, and correspondence from Rupert N. Evans, 1978
66th MVITEC - Program and papers, 1979
Correspondence and papers - Rupert N. Evans, 1979

Box 8:

67th MVITEC - Program and papers, 1980
Correspondence, papers and program from Rupert N. Evans, 1980
68th MVITEC - Programs, papers and correspondence, 1981
69th MVITEC - Programs, papers and correspondence, 1982
70th MVITEC - Programs, papers and correspondence, (2 folders) 1983
71st MVITEC - Programs, papers and correspondence, 1984
72nd MVITEC - Programs, papers and correspondence, 1985
73rd MVITEC - Programs, papers and correspondence, 1986

Box 9:

74th MVITEC - Programs, papers and correspondence, 1987
75th MVITEC - Programs, papers and correspondence, (2 folders) 1988
*Industrial Teacher Education in Transition*, publication of papers at 75th Conference, 2 copies, 1988
76th MVITEC - Papers, 1989
77th MVITEC - Program and papers, 1990
78th MVITEC - Program and papers (bound edition of papers presented), 1991
79th MVITEC - Programs, papers and correspondence, (2 folders) 1992
80th MVITEC - Programs, papers and correspondence, (2 folders) 1993
81st MVITEC - Programs and papers, 1994
Grant for MVITEC from the Technical Foundation of America, 1992-94
Membership attendance and Participation Record, 1975-90
ACIATE Yearbook - chapter on the Mississippi Valley, 1979

Box 10:

Photos, individual portraits of early members
Photos, MVITEC 1930
  - black and white 1949
  - 1957
  - 1962
  - 1976
  - 1977
  - 1979
  - 1980
  - 1982
  - 1983
  - 1984
  - 1985
  - 1986
  - 1987
  - color 1990
  - color 1991
*Industrial Arts in Modern Education*, published by the Manual Arts Conference, 1934